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Editorial. 
THE New York Tribune, in a recen t number, made a good presentation of the status of co-education in the American 
colleges. The Tribune says: "The National Bureau of Education 
reports two hundred institutions as devoted to the higher educa-
tion of women, but most of these prove on cursory examination 
to be of the common school type. Several leading institutions 
of learning, however, have thrown open their doors to women, 
and some of the lesser colleges also have provided carefully ,pre-
pared courses for their education. Although Oberlin was the 
pioneer in this movement, it is not now generally considered the 
best exponent of co-education .. for the two departments work in 
parallel lines and not as a unit. Cornell University is looked 
upon as the best example of its workings, because there no special 
line of study is marked out for the female students. Both sexes 
meet on an equality, except in respect to age. The women must 
be 18 years old before matriculation. With the princely endow-
ment given in 1872 on condition that women should be admitted 
to every course, Sage College was built, and the generous manner 
in which this condition was interpreted offers an inviting field to 
study the workings of co-education. Vassar College, although 
providing for the superior education of women, is weighed down 
by the incubus of a preparatory dp.partment. Eleven years have 
not changed the situation, and out of the 384 students in the last 
catalogue, 159 belollged to the preparatory school. The Univer-
sity of Michigan is an outgrowth of the public school system of 
.the state, which provides education for all grades at the public 
expense. Wellesley College is an extreme experiment, as all the 
instructors are women. Smith College and Boston University 
are also devoted to the education of women, although the latter 
only is co-educational. The question has been discussed so 
thoroughly 'that every tendency of the older colleges to fall in 
with the new experiment is eagerly watched. President Barnard 
stated a few days ago that Columbia College had never discussed 
~he 'female question, as he phrased it, and probably never would. 
. 
There was no reaSon why it should open its doors to the other 
sex, and the policy of the past would not be departed from in 
any way. Chancellor Crosby said that the subject of co-education 
had been considered at the December meeting of the Council of 
the University of the City of New York, and a favorable decision 
would probably be reached at the next meeting." 
President Eliot, of Harvard, maintains a sturdy opposition to 
the admission of women j but the Tribune thinks that probably 
one of the best systems for testing the preparatory training of 
women in the private schools was started by that institution. 
The examinations for women which will be held simultaneously 
every year, dating from 1876, in New York. and Cambridge, 
are not identical with the entrance examination of Harvard, 
or with any examination for resident students of the Univer-
sity. The preliminary examination, however, is similar in 
grade to the average college entrance examination in this 
country, although somewhat different in the choice of subjects, 
and is intended as a test of a liberal common school education. 
The advanced examination offers a test of special culture in' one 
or more of five departments, namely: Language, natural science, 
mathematics, history, and philosophy. The preliminary exam-
ination will embrace the following subjects : English, .French, 
physical geography, either elementary botany or elementary 
physics, arithmetic, algebra through quadratic equations, plane 
geometry, history, and anyone of the three languages, German, 
Latin, or Greek. These examinations were held for the first 
time at Cambridge, Mass., in June, 1874. The number of appli-
cations in no instance has been very large, but this year the 
indications point to a generous increase. W. 
The I nd£ana School J ournal reports unusual prosperity at this 
season of the year. This is encouraging to all who are endeavor-
ing to promote the education of teachers. It indicates an in-
crease in that limited class of teachers who read school journals. 
It was a conviction of the projectors of the WEEKLY at the outset 
that the establishment of such a journal at Chicago would tend 
to £ncrease the number of readers, instead of diminish them, and 
. experience has so far confirmed this conviction. Neighbor Bell 
. puts it in this way: "We are frequently asked how the weeklies 
are affecting the circulation of the Journal. Our answer is, 
'advantageously.'. The circulation of the Journal to-day is 
larger than it . has been at this season of the year for two years 
past." An educational weekly cannot diminish the circulation, 
o(good monthly state journals j nor can their increase in circula-
tion affect that of the weekly. More teachers will read one or 
the other than would read either one if the other di.d not exist, 
and many will not be content without having the benefit of 
both. Yet we believe a live weekly may be so well supported in 
Chicago that there will be no need of any monthly or state journals 
in the Western States. 
If this journal had twenty thousand subscribers Cas we intend 
that it shall have), its publishers might and would doubl~ its size 
and greatly increase its efficiel}cy and general acceptability. As 
it is, there is no room for complaint. The unprecedented favor 
with which the journal has been received and supported by the . 
best teachers in all parts of the country, but particularly in the 
West, is sure evidence of the grand future which is in store for 
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it. By many its establishment was regarded as an experiment, 
and in some sense it was and still is an experiment, for it.is the 
pioneer in the West, and has many old prejudices to overcome. 
- But the sentiment which found expression. in the establishment 
of the WEEKLy-the uniting of most of the strongest forces in 
educational journalism in the great Northwest-cannot fail to 
secure for the enterprise a gradual but sure triumph over all 
prejudices and hindrances. The enterprise is not that of an 
individual, or of a few individuals, it is a common one among 
the educators in the West, and must and will be nobly sustai.ned 
by them. There are hundreds of teachers and friends who have 
already become so interested in the weekly visits of their educa-
tional journal-one which tells them about their own matters, 
and which speab from the mouths of editors and compeers in 
each of the Western States, their nei,hbors,-that sooner than 
be deprived of it, having seen what it is possible to do in this 
direction, they would each subscribe for a score or more of 
copies for a year. 
The spirit of the school journal is abroad among the teat hers. 
They are beginning to ackt~owledge the value and the necessity 
to them of a frequent visitor like the WEEKLY, and it is becoming 
more and. more common for them to enroll their names on the 
subscription list of some such journal. County superintendents 
are doing much to promote ·this kind of education among teachers, 
and every editor and publisher of a teachers' journal should recog-
nize this fact, as we doubt not they do. At county institutes it 
is now a· common thing for one or more· school journals to be 
represented by an agent who invariably secures quite a club of 
subscribers. This is well, but teachers should 110t wait to be 
asked to subscribe for a journal, or to renew a subscription. Let 
an honest conviction. find expression in action, and do not hesi-
tate or delay to order your journal or journals at the first possible 
moment. It may be that the very next number will contain some-
thing of much value to you. If you miss it you will lose an 
opportunity of doing or acquiring something which might affect 
your whole future life. Do not neglect to have one or more of 
the best journals at hand all the time. W. 
We are glad to note in the Arkansas department of the Eclectic 
. Teacher the following encouraging 'statement respecting the dis-
position of our friends in the South to provide all possible facili-
ties for the education of the people in that part of the country: 
"We do need assistance from the government in placing within 
the reach of all our citizens, both white and colored, the oppor-
tunity to obtain an education. It is our poverty only that pre-
vents us from having schools equal in every respect to those of 
New York and New England. We believe, however, that a wise 
policy of conciliation, joined with such aid as is legal and proper 
for the government to give us, will do much to do away with the 
prejudices and incline a majority of the people to the support of 
a policy so greatly for the interests of all. The people of the 
South are more d isposed to-day than ever before to second any 
effort made to render the common schools efficient." 
We' learn also, from a correspondent in the N. Y. Tribune, that 
in the state of Georgia there are over 1,20.0. schools maintained 
for the benefit of the negroes, in which nearly 60.,0.0.0. colored 
children are receiving an education. Since the maintenance of 
_ these schools depends almost entirely upon the voluntary tax 
paid by the whites, this fact alone goes to show the interest taken 
by the better classes, in the education of those who were once 
slaves. To be sure this number includes only about one-third 
of all the negroes in the state of school age, but there are many 
good reasons, we dare say, why the other two-thirds are not yet 
provided for. It must be remembered that .the negro himself 
does almost nothing to provide for his education, and the zest 
for learning, so manifest when the privileges of a school were 
first offered, has much of it passed away. ' The ignorance of 
negro parents blinds their eyes, as it does the eyes of igl;1orant 
parents at the North, to the need of an education in the s<;hool, 
and they very naturally place the importance of the farm or the 
shop above that of a knowledge of books. 
The writer above referred to states distinctly that" an honest, 
well-meaning effort is being made by the white people as a class 
to provide schools for the blacks j" also that "the dominant 
. public sentiment among the whites of Georgia is unmistakably 
in favor of giving the children of both races an equal opportunity 
of acquiring a common SChODI education. " ThiS is certai nly very 
gratifying information. But we must still acknowledge that in 
some localities the sentiment may be far different. Indeed, a 
letter from this same southern state appeared in the Boston 
Tra1lScript not long ago in which it was said that the colored 
schools of Georgia are "sham and a pretense," and that they 
" only prove that the slaveholder means to keep his foot on the 
neck of the black man." We trust, as the Teadler says, that the 
sentiment of the Southern people on this important subject was 
expressed by Governor Hampton in his legislative message, as 
follows: 
"We are bound alike by every consideration of true states-
manship and of good faith to keep up in the state suc,h system of 
free schools as will place within the r~ach of every cluld, po?~est 
as well as richest black as well as white, the means .of acqumng 
an honest and h~norable education. I shall look WIth co~fident 
hope to your carrying out and fulfilling the pledges to whIch we 
are solemnly committed." W. 
A very ingenious instrument called the "cosmoscope," an 
invention of Prof. C. B. Boyle, of New York city, was recently 
exhibited to prominent members of the American Geographical 
Society, by whom it was inspected with much interest. It is 
designed to show the 'precession of the equinoxes, the portions 
of the globe which are illuminated by the sun at all seasons of 
the year, and, of course, in every point of its orbit. It also 
shows the gradual variation of the inclination of the earth's axis 
-to the ecliptic, and the circle which it would make in the heavens 
in the course of a grand cycle of time, 25,000 years, This instru-
ment, or some modification of it, bids fair to be of service in the 
schools, in giving object lessons, as well as in the formal study of 
astronomy and mathematical geography. W. 
The improved German method of instructing the deaf-and 
dumb has been adopted in nearly all parts of Europe, but does 
not yet · obtain in England -; and a strong effort is now being 
made to introduce it. The. method is, in brief, to substitute for 
the sign-language the" oral" system; that is, teaching to speak 
and to read the lips of those who speak. A society of prominent 
English noblemen was organized about five years ago to promote 
the introduction of this method j and at its recent annual dinner 
the Prince of Wales presided, and £2,10.0 were added to its 
fund. There. are, said the Prince, 15,0.0.0. deaf and dumb per-
sons in England, and only 1,122 are under instruction. There 
is, therefore, ample room for the extension of the system in 
which he expressed so warm ap interest. W. 
Prof. Walter Smith, Director of Art Education for Massachu-
setts, will hold an institute for the normal' instruction of drawing 
teachers during the month of August, where the fullest informa-
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tion will be given to students on proper methods of teaching the 
subject, besides the instruction in drawing itself. In our next 




MARY F. HALL, St;lte Normal School, Potsdam, N . Y. 
THE daily recitation has become so much a part, and the greater part, of the established means of discipline in the sch':lOl -room ~hat fi-~m Its very 
commonness we sometimes tend to use it as we breathe the alr,-wlthout suffi-
cient regard to the ends in view, or to its use under conditions that will secure 
any ends of health and strength; careless of results as long as the bre~th of 
life remains. But what are, or should be, its benefits? The teacher obVIOusly 
must have some means of deciding upon the state and tone of the pupil's mind, 
upon the pupil's needs, upon the effort he puts fO.rth, and upon the progress. he 
is making. If, as has been said, " The tongue dIscovers the state of the mmd 
no less than that of the body, but in either case before judgment can be made 
the patient must open his mouth;" then the daily recitation is a diagnostic 
operation intended to indicate which pupils need the strong tonic of thought; 
which ones must be held to telling in clear, sharp statements what they profess 
to know-a purge of excellent repute for conceit, and ·that indifferent or ~is­
taken knowledge which afflicts pupils who" know but can't tell ;"-and whIch 
pupils need the sedative treatment of steady, consistent work, if their scintilla-
tions are ever to index a real and l:J.Sting pow.er. 
Uu is the law and condition of growth and strength. Then daily exercise 
in acquiring knowledge, and daily drill in telling (mainly i~ his ow~ ,~o~ds) 
what the pupil knows, is the only means by which the pupIl under JudICIOUS 
guidance of the teacher can acquire both true langu:lge-culture and strength 
in independent work and thought. To this end the pupil's mind must be 
placed in contact with realities in education,-not shadows. 
Pupils also need to acquire that ease and confidence in working before 
others which this daily drill, judiciously used, will give; .the teacher, mani-
festly, must be careful in the management of sensitive children, and in dealing 
with all peculiarities of individual pupils; but as the discipline of life is ~hie.ny 
valuable for its vuied contacts, so one of the most valuable ends of recltallon 
is the contact of mind with mincl, and this is securecl in just the extent to 
which the class is trained in thinking and working independently with real 
. things. With older and advanced clllsses so invaluable is this c~nsid~ration, 
that unless the recitation measurably broadens thought by showll1g dIfferent 
phases of the same truth, and tends to greater thoroughness in work, it is a 
failure. . 
One benefit of school-life many times overlooked is the moral question in-
volved of faithfulness, conscientiousness, and earnestness in work. This is 
the {[1'eatest lesson of the school, for how is one to he fitted for his I~fe-relations 
without the habit of faithful, conscimtiotls work? Many schools mduce con-
trary habits of loose, indifferent, careless action, and are so far evils. These 
bad habits of work are the root evils which call so loudly for civil service and 
other refo~m; and the schools have a responsibility in the matter. "He that 
is faithful over a few things" is to be the future ruler over many, and all 
school work should tend to indicate the pupil's qualifications for this desired 
rulership. 
The daily drill not only show~ to the teacher the shortcomings of the pupils, 
but it should exhibit to the pupil also hIS own defects both of knowledge and 
preparation, thus placing him in a condition to remedy them. In this way 
certain proper incentives to study are given. 
The recitation is, or should be, a means of giving greater clearness and 
plainness to known truths; of estimating the preparation of pupils for new 
matter; and of passing in review those truths which ;ire to be used as a 
foundation for new facts. 
In these various ways the recitation becomes a means of discipline-not 
discipline taken only in its narrow sense, though without Joubt this sort of 
discipline grows light in the degree in which education becomes teal and 
perfect,-but all that discipline of school-life which secures the true culture of 
individual students. 
The objects of recitation may be summed up thus :-Recitation is 
I. A means of finding the exact standing of each pupil, or the amount and 
kind of strength each possesses. 
2. It ascertains the fitness 01 class to take up new matter; tests pupils' power 
to undtrs/an,d and apply facts learned. tests proper association of known facts. 
3. It creates self.dependence. 
4. It is a means of estimating the pupil's daily progress. 
5. Test of faithfulness in effort. 
6. Adds emphasis to facts known already. 
7. Influences the pupil's modes of thought, speech, and study. 
8. Keeps before the mind proper incentives to study. 
9. Aids in discipline. 
As all good things may be misused, so the recitation may become a dull, 
spiritless exercise without any present or future good. It may become so bad 
even as to utterly defeat its ow~ true ends. Let us look farther"to the modes. 
II. MODES OF RECITATION. 
Recitations must be in nature either topical, catechetical, or mixed; and in 
form either oral, or written, or mixed. What are the benefits of each of these 
forms? 
I. Topical.-The design of this is to test the pupil's knowledge upon rela-
tions existing between the different parts of work passed over, to test the 
ability of pupils to classify knowledge, to test knowledge of general truths, 
and to test ability to present topics in suitable language. For these reason~ 
this mode is not to be used with very young pupils, or with those whose 
knowledge is necessarily too limited for this exercise. 
2. Catundic.-This affords a sharp test upon details, and upon such details 
as the teacher may wish to select. More work upon d(tails can be done in a 
limited time by this mode than by the topical plan. For these reasons this 
mode is particularly adapted to young pupils, or to those who have not yet 
reached general tnlths in any subject. 
3. Oral.- This cultivates' the ready thinker, and talker, creates ·ease in 
working before and with others, cultivates spoken language; hence is a better 
standard mode with ordinary pupils than the written recitation. 
4. Writtm.-As a test of the actual knowledge of the entire class this mode 
is better than the oral, especially when the time of recitation is limited and 
the class large. It is also better than the oral as a test of the comparative 
rank of pU!,i1s, because all may be working upon the same thing and in the 
same time. 
The wise teacher will use that mode of recitation which best meets the 
needs of his pupils. For obvious reasons the oral-topical form is tlie most 
difficult and the best test of strength in the pupil, 
The following suggestions are given as applying to the modes of recitation 
named above . 
I. During recitation the pupil should give in his own words the f'rlcts called 
for by the question or topic, illustrating and explaining each; he .is a~o ~o 
explain examples given by teacher or class of the truths or facts gIven m hIs 
recitation. 
2. After:l pupil has taken a certain position, he should be expected to 
defend it against objections raised by pupils or teacher, until his error or truth 
is brought to light. 
3. Let all work done be clear, searching, thorough. 
4. No matter what mode of recitation is adopted for general use, the teacher 
should, as opportunity offers, test the members of class by many short, pointed 
questions which should be promptly answered. . . 
5. The time of recitation for each pupil should frequently be luntted. 
Pupils are to make a recitation suited to the time given. If one pupil is 
given on( minute in which to recite, :lnd another livt, such pupils are to be 
criticised for not making a proper selection of facts to be stated and illustrated 
in the time given. 
6. The class should autpt or rtju/ r(ci/atiotlS, criticising each recitation 
made. 
7. Let the class sometimes, by previous arrangement, ask the questions; all 
questions to be subject to criticism. Any unfair, or worthless question should 
not be allowed an answer. A pupil's questions may be taken usually as the 
equivalent of a recitation, as his ability to recite is indicated by his questions. 
8. When pupils have sufficient knowledge to do so they should be called 
upon to give a fact and then its various applications; as, the problem o~ 
Pythagoras and its uses. 
9. The teacher should in no case allow a recitation to pass unchalle~ge~ 
which is a mere form of words, thus encouraging mechani~al work. 
10. The teacher is constantly to regard the ordtr and stylt of the pupil's 
work. 
II. The elliptical mode of recitation is a snare and delusion, which deceives 
pupils themselves and unwary visitors who can not well discriminate that the 
teacher is doing everything and the pupils nothing. 
12. The first condition of a modtl recitation is that pupils are to possess 
thought, the second that they are able to express it in suitable language. 
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SHALL SHE STUDY GREEK? 
ELLA G. IVES, Chicago. 
TE~L ~e where an age puts. its interrogation points, and you have outlined , Its hIstory. For the questIOns of the hour are the weather gauge, mark-
ing with mercurial accuracy the rise and fall of civilization. Study a single 
phase of Sociology, the "Shall .She?" which, in some form, has agitated the 
world ever since it sprang up in the breast of Adam. In the case of the ap-
ple, we are glad to know that Eve took the matter into her own hands, since 
we are all depraved enough to admire a bold bit of wickedness, positive in char-
acter, more than all the negative v.irtues that fill the pint cup of some . souls. 
That stroke of decision on the part of our great ancestress is the most hopeful 
thing in the whole domestic economy of the garden; it displays the rudiments 
of a vertebral column-as much as the most sanguine could hope for from so 
poor material as Adam's spare-rib. The evolution of back-bone in Eve'S 
daughters has been a slow pro,cess, but not more tardy than the development 
of the resthetlc nature in Adam's SollS. Witness the gradual unfolding from 
humble beginnings of the paper collar, and that consummate flower, the plug 
hat. 
lt would be interesting to trace the growth of the vertebrre in woman, by 
these unerring guides, the variously worded queries that group themselves 
about the feminine pronoun. For nature has taken care to secure to her the 
one privilege of "yes or no," and, with all its limitations, this right decides 
that other question, bone or cartilage? 
Two centures ago, the wisdom of New England was sitting in council upon 
the question, " shall she wear a veil? " The statement of a chronicler too 
guileless to lie assures us that "disputations" arose concerning this "duty." 
While the fathers wrangled over the bone, the mothers undoubtedly ate the 
meat, for who so daring as to del}y of a woman, 
" For 'if she will, she will, 
You may depend on't; 
And if she won't, she won't; 
So there's an end on 't." 
A century later, in the broader horizon of Revolutionary times, other in-
quires than those concerning woman's wearing-apparel were mooted. A 
noble discontent sprang up in the minds of such women as Abigail Adams. 
The growing hunger of soul was lIot appeased with tht! intellectual task of em-
broidering a sampler. The very ridicule, which, Mrs. Adams tells us, was 
showered ·upon learni.ng for women, quickened the demand, and the ghost of 
unrest slowly took the shape, Shall she learn the Alphabet? 
Nature, dear, slow mother of us all, never h1Jrries on her spring, in the 
psychological world. In that realm she is chary of blasted buds, and expends 
her force in preparation rather than in reparation. So it has come about that 
a whole century has passed by before that eighth note in the,gamut is struck-
. Shall she study Greek? Here and there in the history of the race, a solitary 
answer has bt:en shaped in forecast of.this general clemand, and these rare 
boulders mark the 'drift of the race. England's great queen is dearer to some 
of us for being loyal to Roger Ascham than for jIlting Philip the II., a·.1mir-
able as was that act; and we like better to read her school-master's praise of 
her scholarly acquirements than her courtiers' flattery. It may seriously be 
questioned, whether the world at large are not more concerned about the size 
of Elizabeth's brain than the color of her hair. Lady Jane Gray conning a 
Greek book, and Lady Jane baring her beautiful neck to the axe, are com-
panion pictures, dividing and doubling our interest in a woman both learned 
and lovable . . Mrs. Browning, dearest of poets, to women, built her airiest of 
fancie, upon Hellenic granite. Of herself she writes :-
" And I thmk of those long mornings 
Which my thought goes far to seek" 
When, betwixt the folio's turnings, 
Solemn flowed the rythmic Greek." 
- From" JEschylus the thunderous," to " Plato the divine one," the heroes 
of the golden age were her dear familiars; their limped speech her own. 
Take from Mrs. Browning's poems the Hellenic charm, and you have robbed 
a flower of its fragrance. Sara Coleridge, a poet daughter, into whose eyes 
, "her father had looked and left the . light of his own," had also that solid 
foundation upon which the fairest and most frost like of pinnacles, "frozen 
music," is based. Her testimony is that" even a little Greek is like manure 
to the· soil of the mind and makes it be~r finer flowers." Who can question 
that it is the union of classic culture with modern thought, the breadth of 
training that sweeps the round world, which equips George Eliqt's genius with 
the plummet of Hades and the wings of heaven! The mos~ remarkable wo-
man that America has produced was a proficient in the classical tongue.s in her 
childhoOd, and left school at fifteen that she might devote herself to study. 
The woman whom Alcott call~ the peer of Thoreau, Hawthorne, Emerson, 
was their equal in learning as well as genius. Well may the philosopher of 
Concord exclaim, "The women of America cannot know what they have lost 
in the death of Margaret Fuller." 
. , 
In the first century of the repubhc, when, as Mrs. Adams states, the eel uca· 
tion of girls in the best families went no further than writing and arithmetic; 
in some rare instances, including music and dancing, Aaron Burr tried a bold 
experiment, and gave to his daughter the same education that he would have 
given to a son. "If I could foresee," he writes Mrs. Burr in the child's 
tenth year, "that Theo would become a mere fashionable woman, with all the 
attendant frivolity. and vacuity of mind, adorned with whatever grace and al· 
lurements, I would earnestly pray God to take her forthwith hence. But I 
yet hope, by her, to convince the world what neither sex appears to believe, 
that women have souls." With the most precious gift that a father can be-
stow, Burr dowered his daughter. Courage and fortitude, the royal virtues, 
grasped the little child by the hand and never deserted her in maturer years. 
Every step of her education was superintended with almost the patience, and 
more than the wisdom of Chesterfield. Greek and Latin yielded their men-
tal phosphates, and when she was thirteen, her father co.uld truthfully say, 
" You are maturing for solid friendship. The friends you gain, yo~ will never 
lose; and no one,! think, will dare to insult your understanding by such com-
pliments as are most graciously received by too many of your sex." Later, 
he writes, "There is a selection, an energy, an aptitude in your expressions 
which, to use the vulgar male slang, is 1tOt feminim." All the world knows 
that Theodosia Burr became the best educated woman of her time; that she 
loved her father with the strength and tenderness of De Stael; does the 
world see a logical relation between these facts? There are women who 
prize such a royalty as Burr bestowed upon his daughter above all possible 
gifts. They recognize it as the outcome of the truest affection; they prefer 
their birthright to golden pottage. Theodosia Burr was one of these. Heart 
and intellect are mighty when united, and they suffered no divorcement in this 
case. Aaron Burr's experiment was a success. It resulted in a daughter 
whose faith in him was ahsolute, whose love for him was a passion, whose 
career promised to realize his ideal. Her sudden death at the age of twenty-
nine left the world a blank to Burr. "I feel severed,'"' he wrote, "from the 
human race." 
Theodosia Burr was a prodigy in her time; it is doubtful whether she 
could contest the prize with many a girl of to-day. For women are learning 
that nature abhors vacuums. They refuse to be stuffed with sawdust, and 
they are fast reaching that decisive point where the fiat shall go forth,-We 
will study Greek. That resolve will mean something more than rligging for 
Greek roots by whosoever will, for Greek is but the symbol of that 'broader, 
deeper education which solitary women, here and there, from Hypatia down, 
have wrested from a reluctant world, but which is yet to be the pQrtion of 
women upon whom birth shall not close the gate of gifts. Then, the fathers 
who now graduate their sons at twenty-four, their daughters at seventeen; 
who rate a well-plummed pudding higher than a well spelled letter, will won-
der that the stupid old world didn't long ago discover that the cook's dough, 
as well as the artist's paint, should be mixed with brains. 
SOME NOTES ON THE METRIC SYSTEM. 
THE point has been made in favor of the metric system, that its use would save the time consumed in learning the names and uses of the mat;y "de-
nominate numbers" found in our present tables. Around this point I place 
four opposing points as follows: 
First. The time thus claimed as saved is at least partly, if not, taking all 
things into account, wholly balanced by the time lost in pronouncing some of 
the metric terms. Thus I can say" pint" quite deliberately one hundred and 
twenty-five times, and without difficulty one hundred and fifty times per min-
.ute. But I cannot· say, "double deka-liter," without danger of mutation 
into double-decked-lighter, more than fifty to sixty times a minute; nor is any 
possible abbrevia!ion of this appalling word for domestic use as light and 
tripping as are gill, pint, quart, or gallon. It is not then a frivolous question 
to ask whether the mere difference of time spent in pronouncing the two terms 
compared, an equal number of times, would not, in a year, suffice for learn-
ing the usual tables of weights and measures. And like comparisons might 
be made between many metric terms and their approximate common equiva-
lents; to say nothing ot: the vast disparity generally between ponderous poly-
syllabic denominations and the light, short names, monosyllabic terms, which 
are united to the thousand little things of common life. Think, for instance, 
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of sending out your servant for two double deka-liters of milk, and of the 
probability of her ever appearing again! 
Second. But if the last be a side point of oblique opposition, here is one 
directly in front. It is not necessarily or unconditionally an advantage to gain 
time. A night route that occupies very nearly or quite all the night is prefer-
able, and in fact is popularly preferred to one that routs the passenger at one 
o'clock in the ~orning to change cars, or from boat to cars, or that begins at 
midnight. So in matters of preparatory knowledge, while it would not be 
justifiable to multiply time-consuming or memory exercises, merely for the 
purpose of using up time, or drilling the memory, independent of any intrinsic 
value in the means employed, it is desirable, other things being equl1.l, both to 
train the memory in the years naturally appropriate to that work, and to 
familiarize the mind with variety as a means of cultivating flexibility and 
versatility. Now the weights and measures in common use being actually 
suited to daily life, as shown by their long continued and wide-spread use, it 
is a good exercise for the memory to learn them, and better suggestive of 
variety in meal's and ends than the mechanical monotony of the Jp.etric system 
with its invariable ten times one is ten can be. 
Third. Ten times one is ten. This summons the other flank onset. I 
claim that a system is not absolutely and purely metric, or decimal, which 
admits denominations other than such as form a series with a common ratio 
of ten, even though these be capable of decimal eXfJt·ession. For the latler 
condition is not enough, since the proposed denominations should be naturally 
and primarily tho"gitt as well as possibly exprtSsed decimally. Thus, five 
tenths is one-half, and would most simply and spontaneously be thought of as 
one-half; and the like is true of one quarter as contrasted with twenty-five 
hundredths; one eighth, as compared with one hundred and twenty-five thou 
sandths, etc. According to this principle, that of incapacity for simpler ex-
pression, or the certain seizing of a simpler expression by the mind, if there 
be one, the cent, dime, dollar, and eagle are the only absolutely decimal 
members of our currency. Yet what could we do without the two, three, five, 
twenty-five and fifty cent pieces, and the two and a half and five dollar pieces? 
And likewise the metric system wouldbeuttt!rly impracticable without denom-
inations which are nothing but doubles, halves, or quarters. 
Fourth. But not to press the last point, it being comparatively subordinate, 
here comes up a stronger opposition from the rear. The metric'!iystem is the 
highly artificial manufactured product of a most artificial people. This is a 
fatal objection with those who on principle believe in free natural growths. 
The metric system comes from the land which so often prefers the artificial 
polycentral oval to the natural ellipse, the artificially urn-shaped tree to the 
natural growth, and which produces the inverted human chest, smallest at 
bottom, instead of at top as nature made it ; the impracticable 100° quadrant, 
the tenth day in place of seventh day rest and the whole artificial green-house 
for an international exhibition. 
Moreover, man, as natural lord of the 'earth, may appropriately, as well as 
in fact conveniently, take his measures from hImself rather than from the earth 
over which he has dominion; for example, the foot, his foot, the yard, his 
step, or half height, etc. 
Then as to sub-multiples of any unit, his bilateral symmetry suggests binary 
division; the three segments of each limb, ternary division; the four and eight 
fingers, fourths and eighths ; or including thumbs, fifths and tenths; while if 
needing hints from without himself, maple leaves suggest, and clover leaves 
more humbly, yet more plainly suggt!st thirds, and other leaf arrangements 
indicate other divisions. 
Add, finally, what the asserted adoption of the metric system by most civil-
izeC! nations might make one overlook, namely, the objection tliat in fact none 
have fully adopted it for exclUSIve use in common life, not even France,-soit 
is stated by a recent authority,-and we may well make haste slowly toward 
its adoption, and possibly may end by ordering it to "move on" impeded 
by a TwELVE INCH FOOT. 
THOUGHTS OF EDUCATORS. 
IT is of the utmost importance that the young should be 'taught that wha t ever they do should be done as well as possible. One of the greatest ob-
stacles to social comfort and social progress may be found in the fact that so 
few perform any service as well as they are capable of performing it. To 
reduce this source of evil to the smallest dimensions, the teachers of youth 
should insist upon the rigid observance of certain details in the performance 
of what may not be improperly called the machine work of the sdiool-room. 
A pupil, for instance, should be required to hold his book correctly while 
reading, to stand properly when reciting, to pass from point to point graceful-
ly, to enter and leave the school-room app(opriately; ill short, to perform in 
the most approved manner all mechanical actions, not because he may have 
occasion to perform any of these acts in after life, but that excellence of exe-
cution may characterize every kind of activity in whieh he may engage through 
the powerful, if not irresistible, influence of acquired habits. 
It is, perhaps, possible to pay so much attention to details in the execution 
of a given plan as to delay its accomplishment beyond a reasonable amount 
of time. It is well known that in most systems of graded instruction the plan 
of work to be accomplished is so comprehensive as to preclude that attention 
to the details of execution which most intelligent teachers would prefer to give. 
But when the thought recurs that the great purpose of education, of instruc-
tion, is not the acquirement of a definite amount of knowledge, but rather so 
to form the mind as to prepare it for the most useful action in the future, the 
adoption of any means fitted to accomplish the grand result would seem both. 
justifiable and desirable. E. C. DELANO. 
-There is no doubt that St~te Normal Schools of just our present type 
have been an invaluable agency in the development of our present improved 
system of public education, in and out of New England. With all their fail -
ures, they have sent out during the past twenty years a body of young teach-
ers so manifestly superior,-at least in culture and preliminary training, to the 
best class of beginners from other sources, that they have been a mighty in-
spiration to our common instructors. The outside labors of the accomplished 
principals and teachers of these schools in our institutes and conventions, as 
advisors of school committees, writers, and people of all educational work i!l 
the state and community, have probably borne as much frUIt as their actual ser-
vice in the school-room. All this is still called for, more loudly every year; 
· and the services of our corps of normal school teachers, containing as it does, 
several of the most eminent educators of the nation, as public school men and 
women, are not surpassed in value by any body of public servants of the state. 
A. #D. MAYO. 
-All teachers that amount to anything owe ~ duty to their profession. 
' This (Iuty includes more than a mere faithful discharge of school-room work. 
, The true teacher has an interest in the general advancement of education, 
apart from self-interest. It is an axiom of duty to the profession that every 
I teacher not fossilized should subscribe for at least one educational journal; 
· and that teachers really alive will subscribe for, and read, two or three jour-
nals. There are teachers, it iii true, who say they never find anything worth 
· reading in any school journal. They belong to that class of persons who are 
, too ignorant to discover their own deficiencies. There is no self-conceit more 
insufferable than that of a fossilized teacher. It is a clear duty we all owe to 
our profession to encourage our own home journal of education. As a gen-
eral rule, your conceited teacher who looks down upon school journals never 
in his life wrote two consecutive pages worthy of being printed. 
. JOHN SWETT. 
-There mnst be a. broad preparation on the part of a teacher. It is not 
enough that he look over the lesson in the book. If he only does that, he 
will question the class with the book before him, either actually or mentally; 
and as a consepuence, the class_will be confined to it in study and thought. 
They can have no rope longer than his halter. C. A. MOREY. 
:FACETIA!:. 
AT the recent examination for teachers' certificates by our County Board, · one of the exercises was: "Define hyperbole, and give an example." 
, To which one of the lady applicants responded as follows: "A byperbole 
is an exaggeration of the truth, used to illustrate wit or humor. Example: 
The train running betwl:en Shingle Springs and Latrobe goes with such speed 
that the kiss left on the hand of Mr. Watkms by his Placerville girl was not 
· dry before it was shaken by his girl at Latrobe." 
--The lazy schoolboy who spelled Andrew Jackson" &dr~ Jaxon" has 
been equaled by a student who wished to mark half a 'dozen new shirts. He 
marked the first "John Jones" and the rest "do." 
-"Well, what is it that causes the saltness of the water of the ocean?" in-
quired a teacher of a bright little boy. "The codfish," replied the little 
original. 
-Dr. Rust is president and A. G. Steal a professor of a Kentucky ~emale 
college, but Rust doth not corrupt nor Steal break through and thieve. 
-The man who said two porcupines maJ{e one prickly pair is a knight of 
the quill, and not a professor of the higher mathematics. 
- When Adam and Eve partook of the tree of knowledge, did they study 
ilie .higher branches? 
• I 
, 
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KINDERGARTEN RULES. 
MRS. LOUISE POLLOCK, Washington, D. C. 
PUNCTUALITY and regularity are two of the main pillars upon which the structure of education is built. Let the nurse see to it, that the child has 
it~ regular meals at regular times; that its toys are put away when it goes to 
bed, and it has its regular time for exercising, sleeping, and even for walking 
and playing, as far a~ practicable. 
2. Have regular hours for the child to take its sleep; Some persons allow 
the child to go to sleep before it is undressed. 
3. Do not rock or walk it to sleep, if' you do not wish to do it for years to 
come. 
4. Do not dilly-dally with the baby when washing it to stop its crying, but 
do it as gently and expeditiously as possible, without stopping until it is done', 
else bad habits are given to the baby. . 
S. Leave not the baby's toys lying around when it is not occupied with 
them, or at least when it goes to bed. . 
6. Avoid as much as possible all loud talking and inharmonious noises in 
the' presence of a little child; bunches of keys and noisy rattles should be ex-
changed for sweet tunes or musical instruments. Any of the sounds of nature 
are best for the child. Jenny Lind says her talent began to develop at the 
age of four years, ' when she used to go into the garden and not only listened 
to but imitated the songs of birds, or even of the bee and fly. 
i. It is a foolish practice for servant's to make the child beat the table or 
chair against which they may have fallen , as it teaches them revengefulness. 
. 8. Be careful to consider whether a child's wish should be gratified before 
refusing it; to grant it afterward because the child teases or cries is very 
inju«1icious anf the cause of much future trouble. 
9. Observe the rules of politeness with your child, and it will adopt them 
as part of its nature, and will require little teaching of the rules of etiquette. 
10. When a child is disposed to be greedy, turn his attention when eating 
toward the feeding of pet animals, to share some of his meal with them ; talk 
with him about the food, .where it comes from. ' 
I I. Do not induee a child to be self,denying against his wishes, but from a 
free choice. Otherwise it will experience a personal loss and the value of the 
lesson in benevolence you wish to inculcate will be entirely lost in the se nse 
of compunction and bereavement, which, will last sometimes a lifetime . 
12. Always take yeur child on errands of kindness, and let it be the me'Sen-
ger who carries forgiveness to-the other children. 
13. Let children wait upon themselves as much as possible. 
14. Let them thank servants for services performed, and ask them to do 
things in a polite manner. 
======= 
AN IMPORTANT DECISION. 
NOT long since Mr. Charles Hallett, a mill owner of Riverhead, L . I., directed his son Carl, a pupil of the Union ,Free School of that town, 
not to declaim when ordered to do so by his teacher. For' this refusal young 
Hallett was expelled, and the Board of Education confi rmed and approved 
the action of the principal in e'xpelling him. Mr. Hallett then sued the 
Board of Education, and the case, which was .recently decided by Justice 
Pratt of the Supreme Court and a jury; has excited considerable attention be-
cause of the (mportant educational principle ilwolved. Mr. Hallett, who ex-
pressly instructed, his counsel not to press for damage.s, but simply to· get a 
decision on the question of law, claimed that he had a right to say whether 
his son should, or ~hould not, be instructed in certain studies, provided they 
are not included in the statutory list. 
In his charge to the jury Justice Pratt took the ground that the parent, 
knowing the temperament and capacity of the child, had the undoubted right 
to prescribe what he should and what he should not study, so long as he did 
not interfere with the statutory list. Hence, when the principal, with the ap· 
proval of the Board of Education, expelled young Hallett, he exceeded his 
authority. Still, both the Board and the principal acted in good faith, sup-
posing that they'were authorized to carry out what was thought to be a · bene-
ficial rule. 
The charge continu'es: "I am constrained to hold the law to be that, 
where there is an irreconcilable difference of opinion between the teacher-or 
the Board ,of Trustees-and the parent, in regard to a study which is not in-
cluded among thqse thnt the trustees are empowered to prescribe, the will of the 
/ 
parent must control. I think that the law has not taken away the natural 
right of the parent to control the education of the child in that regard. 
When the teacher or the trustees undertake to say that a child shall pursue 
a particular study which is not included in the statutory list of studies, I think 
they exceed their authority. And when that is made the basis of an attempt 
to deprive the child of its right to attend school and enjoy the benefits which 
arise from the laying of a common burden upon the community, I hold that 
they are liable-technically liable-for the act." 
The jury awarded nominal damages ' to M~. Hallett. This was considered 
a test case, and the rulings of Justice Pratt are sustained by decisions in other 
states.-N. Y. Stm . . 
A BEAUTIFUL ALLEGORY. 
CRITTENDON, of Kentucky, was at one time engaged in defending a. man who had been indicted for a capital offense. After an elaborate 
and powerful defense, he closed his effort with the following striking and 
beautiful allegory: 
"When God, in his eternal council, conceived the thought of man's creation, 
he called to him the three ministers who wait constantly upon the throne-
Justice, Truth, and Mercy,-and thus addressed them: 'Shall we make man?' 
Then said Justice: '0 God, make him not, fOl, he will trample upon thy laws.' 
Truth made answer also: '0 God, make him not, for he will pollute thy 
sanctuaries.' But Mercy, dropping upon her knees, looking up through her 
tears, exclaimed: '0 God, make him. I will watch over him with my care 
through all the dark paths which he may have to tread.' 
"Then God made man, and said to him: '0 man, thou art the child of 
Mercy, go and deal with thy brother.' " 
The jury, when he had finished, was drowned in tears, and against evidence, 
and what must have been their own convictions, brought in a verdict of "not 
guilty." M. P. C. 
Musical Department. 
Editor, W. i. SMITH, East Saginaw, Michigan. 
COURSE OF MUSICAL INSTRUCTION IN BOSTON. 
As several of our correspondents have expressed a desire for information in regard to the best graded systems of musical instruction in public 
schools, we are pleased to present the following brief review of the one 
adopted in the schools of Boston, Mass., as probably no other has been more 
thoroughly or intelligently organized, or obtained more satisfactory results. 
Beginning in the lowest primary schools, the first attempt of the teacher is 
to gain the attention of the little ones by singing to them some easy melodic 
phra~e within the range adapted to their voices, and asking them to repeat it 
-to imitate the sounds in their proper order. This, after a few trials, the 
majority of the class will do. A few lessons are given in this way at the 
outset, of not more than ten or fifteen minutes' duration each. It is purely a 
matter of rote-singing of the ea<;iest and simplest kind. But true rote-s inging, 
as Mr. Mason happily remuks, is a very different thing fr"m the hap,hazard 
singing WI! too often find in our Sunday schools, and in the common schools 
where no regular instruction in music is given. Even at this early stage great 
attention is given to the formation of a proper quality of voice. The child 
is called upon to use a smooth and pleasant intonation in speaking, reading, 
in recitation and in singing, and, above all, he is taught to avoid a noisy u se 
of the voice. As preliminary to the exercise of the voice in singing-and it 
applies to reading as well-the children are trained in ' the following points : 
I. A proper position of the body. 2. The right management of the breath. 
3. A good quality of utterance. 4. The correct sound of the vowels. 5. A 
good articulation, and 6. An intelligent expression of the sense. Care, too, 
is taken that, in singing, too great a compass is not attempted. The child is 
allowed to sing only in the middle register, or where he makes the tones with 
the least effort; the first six sounds of the G scale being the range at the outset. 
After the voice has been well practiced in this compass it is gradually ex-
tended upward and downward to a judicious extent, taking care not to strain 
.the voice in the least degree. The pitch and compass of the voice having 
been thus attended to, the study of m)lsical notation, in its simplest form, is 
commenced, together with practical exercises upon the sounds of the scale . 
. In the second year the pupil is taught t·) know the different kinds of notes 
and rests, to understand the nature of the different kinds of time, and.the man-
n,er of beating the same, the accentuation as applied to music, etc. He is also 
r 
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mildly indoctrina.ted into the mysteries of the chromatic scale, so far as the 
simple change from the natural (C scale) into the keys of G and F . 
Going from the primary to the grammar school, the pupil is rapidly led 
over the whole ground taken in his primary course now and henceforward by 
reference to the mUSical characters-rote-teaching and rote·singing being lor 
the most part abandoned. The child is now expected to begin to read the 
notation of simple musical pharses at sight. In the si xth or lowe;t class is 
begun an intellectual study of the sounds of the scale. Children are tallght to 
recognile any sound of the scale by its sC'lle name, as, I, 2, 3, I, 4, 2, 5, 6, 4, 
7,8, etc., and they will produce the same at the dictation of the teacher. 
This is to educate the ear. One or two minutes are spent in thi ' exercise, 
which is foll owed by a representation of the so·.lIIds upon the bi:l~kboarcl. 
Five minutes are sp("nt in this way each day as a drill exercise,. r,)lIowed by 
practice upon the music charts. The result of this drill is remarkahl e. The ' 
ear becomes so well trained that children will go to the blackboard nnd write 
the scale or pitel, ?tame of any sounds given with the syllahl e la. Th is drill of 
single sounds is followed by triad practice, after which the class is divicied, 
an additional pt.linter used , and the pupil is trained in two-part harmony. 
Thi,; is followed by the practice of two·part song' upon the chart~ , together 
with the beating of the time ; and in addition to thi s, in the fourth and firth 
classes, by the chromatic ,;cale, and a study of the keys which grow out o r it. 
In the fourth class' is commenced also the study or such intervals as are nece,-
sary to a thorough understanding and analy,is or the triads on the different 
degrees of the scale . This is continued with two-part singing through the 
fourth class. In the third class this ground is reviewed, and three-part sing-
. ing is introduced. At the end of the year the pupils can readily sing in plain 
three-part harmonies, and should understand all the signs and characters u~ed 
in musical composition, and be able to comprehend and read at sight any of 
the music found in ordinary collections of psalmody. 
In the two upper classes of the grammar schools, the lessons of the lower 
classes' are at first carefully reviewed; the pupils receive an a:!ditional train-
ing in the scale of C and the triads of the different degrees, while rhythmical 
studies in the eaSier kinds of measure, such as {., t, t, are practiced. A 
series 01 short solfeggios, in one, two, and three parts, incl udmg most of the 
simpler subdivisions of time, as well as the plain harmonies resulting from the 
major scale, are found useful. In the boys' grammar schools pupils whose 
voices are in the process or changing are excused for the time being from 
participating in the vocal exerci~es, but they are required to be present and to 
give their attention to the lesson. Among the so lfeggios mentioned there are 
some for soprano, alto , and bass, the latter part being taken by the boys 
whose voices, without being yet fully settled, have passed through the ordeal 
of mutation . They are not allowed to force their vo ices ahove a simple piano, 
and the parts allotted to them do not exceed the limit of one octave, say 
rrom B to B. The pupils having been previously instructed in the theory of 
the transposition of the scale, practite the triad,; or ~he various scales, after 
which solreggios in all these keys are placed herore them, giving the pupi ls 
not only the ability to read in the above keys, but al,o ample practice in ac -
centuation, the proper use of the voice, and or respiration. The compound 
times, such as if, ~. , V, are now attempted for the fi rst time. Part songs 
are used to enliven the lessons. These songs. like the exercises, are at first 
practiced without the piano; it is only when the pupils have learned to sing 
the parts unaided that the piano accompaniment is added. At this point at-
tention is given to the minor scales, in both their harmonic and melodic 
rorms, their relationship to the major scale . explained, and some practice be-
gun on the chief triads of the same. The study of the chromatic scale opens 
here an easy road to soifeggios, including modulations to the dominant, sub-
dominant, and relative minor keys. The terms indicating various kinds of 
movement are explained. The pupils who have passed through this course 
of study can be fairly expecteci to read simple music at sight with comparative 
ease. 
In a succeeding number, we shall present a review of the musical instruc-
tion in the High Schools of the same city. 
Practical Hints and Exercises. 
THE PYTHAGOREAN PROPOSITION.-THE LAST TIME. 
r WAS aware that the solution given by me would not apply in every right-angled triangle; and I gave it only as an Illustration of an easy method of 
demonstrating the proposition. Since the proposition is true whatever may be 
the ratio of the perpendicular to the base, 1 took the liberty to make if as 1 to 
2, for the sake of simplicity. I see the point in Mr. llolmes' criticism, and 
acknowledge that it is \vell taken, l\,S I did not state that the proof was special 
and not gmeral. 
I as thoroughly understood the first as the last demonstration by Mr. H., 
and regard them both as being excellent. I think the following equally clear 
and more' readily comprehended by the learner:: 
Let ABC be any right angled tri-
angle. On B C erect the square B G. 
Draw A F ; on A F take A E=A B-
On I G take I J = A E=A B. and erect 
the square 1 R, which=A H". Draw 
AR. On BC take CD=AB; from 
D let fall D L=B C. On D L take 
DO= BD. Draw OK=BC, makin~ 
MO= BD. DrawBM,AK,KL,and 
L C. AL=AO. 
Evidently, the squares E G and M D 
arc equal. The 7 triangles are also 
equal. Representing M D and E G 
each by x, we have:-
(I) A B2+H C"=4 AllC+x. 
(a) HL'=4 AllC+:t"-A1l 2. 
(2) AC"=4 AllC+x. 
(3) AH2+11C2=AC". 
Cor. rrom (3): AH2=AC"_tlC2. 
BCJ=ACB_AH· . 
Cor. I.-:-From (a) : In any right angled trian~le the squar.: of the base is 
equal to four times the giv.en trian~le plus the square of the difference of the 
base and J?erpendicular, minus the square of the base. 
Cor. II., from (2), is the same as Mr. H.'. second. 
J. 1\<£. MAXWELL. 
The following demonstration of the l'ylh.l~oreall proposition may he found 
simpler than those heretofore submitted because of the construction. It is 
original, inasmuch as 1 have never seen it befor~ _ 
To prove that.ABI+HCI=AC': 
~ONSTRUCTtON.-Let A B~ he a right angled trian~le. On C H construct 
C B2 . On A 1) mark off A I=C H, and iI)=A B, and on I U construct 
A B2. On Ii E mark off F E=A H. Join G A, G F, and F C. Then will 
A AGI= A ~B C, because by construction A I=CB, GI=AB, and angles I 
.and B are right angles. In the same way it may be shown that trianlrles 
GHF and CFE are each equal to A ABC . . Hence the lines AC, AG, GF, 
FC are equal, and since the angles which they form at A, G, F, and Care 
right angles, .the figure ACFG is ACI. 




This proof requires reference to but one other proposition, viz.: Right 
angled triangles having two sides equal each to each are equal and equivalent 
triangles-a fact easily understood by even those unacquainted with geometl')l. 
. H. J. DESMOND, Milwaukee, Wis. 
, , 
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Note'S. Michigan University, on condition that he is paid eight per cent during the rest of his life. Students at the Univer5ity of Virginia may live at a COqt of 
. $10 per month by "the messing system." Profs. Houghton and Terry, 
MESSRS. A. S. Barnes & Co. have done a good service in bringing into graduates of Yale, have taken respectively the chairs of literature and law in more general notice the collection of music for higher schools and the Japanese Imperial College, Tokio. A majority of Columbia College 
clubs, published about five years ago by J., W. Schermerhorn & Co., under students favor the elective system:- -Uncle Tom, Mrs. Stowe's hero in 
the title of The Polytechnic. The music is all of a high order, and the the Cabin, has been greatly petted by the English and Scotch nobility, and 
, words have been arranged in numerous instances especially for this work. In will soon ' return to Canada with $6,000 in his pocket.--In Nova Scotia, 
addition to 154 pages of fine music suited to more advanced classes, there are teachers engage with trustees at a definite sum or rate, and the provincial 
22 .pages of the most popular college songs, and 30 pages of l)ymns suitable grant is paid to teachers in addition to such specified sums.--Erastus 
for opening and closing of schools. The harmony has been arranged par- Broo~s , after forty-one years of faithful work as manager of the E vening Ex-
ticularly for mixed voices, and in the first part are found many of the most press, withdraws from active service. In his valedictory he says: "During 
popular airs from the old and later masters, "drafted for the first time from : that time, at .least one hundred and twelve New York City journals have 
the opera, the minstrel hall, and the street, to do better service in the school been born and are now dead, leaving fewer regular journ~ls here 
room."--The bIter-Ocean has become the most enterprising and in many now than there were twenty-five years ago. With the con-
respects the best daily paper published in Chicago. Its special and Herald . stantly increasing expenses of daily journalism the chances are that there 
dispatches by cable from the scenes of the ea~tern war are more complete, ' will notbe as many published here twenty-five years hence as now."--
and frequently one day earlier, than th?se found in the other American jour- , Now that the question of reducing the salaries of the officers of the 
nals. For variety and general reliability the. reading matter found in any University of Michigan is urged .upon the Regents by the Legisla-
single edition will compare well with what is published by any of the older ture, it may not be out of place to make a few statements, concerning the as-
eastern dailies. Its weekly edition is especially full and readable. It has a sistant professors and instructors in the department of literature, science, and 
much larger circulation than any other Chicago weekly.--:- Touch me gently, , the arts, of that institution. This department has eight assistant professors 
Father Time, is the title of a new song, and chorus published by F. W. Hel- and four instructors. The former are paid $1,800, and the latter $1,000 per 
mick, Cincinnati. Price, 40 cents. It is said to be selling rapidly.-- annum. Previous to 187S-76, the assistant professors received only $1,300, 
The Jun'e number of the Pennsylva'nia School '.Journ~l completes the twen- and their salaries were increased because it became evident to the Regents 
fy-fifth volume of that noble periodical. It is one of the most substantial of that teachers of their attainments and experience could not be kept in the 
,the educational journals of the country.--Another new teachers' journal University for the last named amount. Now, it is well known to all, that 
has made its appearance in Canada, called The Canada School '.Journal. It ' many of the graduates of the University of Michigan leave that institution to 
is published monthly at Toronto, by Adam Miller & Co., publishers, book- . enter on the duties of superintendents or principals of schools, or as professors 
sellers, and stationers, at' one dollar a year. Its editorial page presents the in minor colleges, with salaries varying from $1,000 to $2,000 a yea~ ;-that 
names of five prominent educators as an "editorial committee," five others as is to say, as much, and frequently more, than those receive who have given 
"provincial editors" (with four provinces unprovided for) and twenty con- them a great share of the instruction obtained in the University. Of the seven 
tributors, including the chief men , engaged in educational work in Ontario. assistant professors, four are known throughout the country by their works, and 
The size of the new journal is sixteen pages quarto,-somewhat smaller than none has' less than eight years' experience in university teaching excepting 
the' WEEKLY. The style of its make-up is similar to that of the Mr. Steere, who has but two years' experience as a teacher ; but who has, how-
WEEKLY, which gives it a very attractive appearance. It starts well, and ever, taken a five years' trip around the world, making collections for the 
will probably continue well, as the start is half the battle.-- . University. Of the instructors, one has also earned a well-deserved reputa-
In our "Correspondence" will be noticed a letter from Prof. Hennequin, tion by the works he has published for his department. All have more than 
, which will speak for itself. His experience in teaching French has been six years', and two have more than ten years' experience as university teachers. 
exclusively with students who spoke a foreign tone-ue, thus fitting him peculiarly Are such men paid too much? Should any reputable university expect to ' re-
to appreciate the true difficulties of the language. He had charge of the Nor- , tain in its faculty teachers who can fill responsible chairs in almost any uni-
mal Department of Foreign Languages in the Victoria Anglo-French College , versity of the country, and command much higher salaries, for less than 
(France) where he was engaged five years before coming to this country.-- , $1,000 or $1,800? Not onl}' have such teachers acquired extensive experi-
Mr. James O. Woodruff, pirector, and Daniel Macauley, Secretary, of the ence; but most of them have pursued special studies in European universities 
organization which has projected a scientific expedition around the world, for a space of from one to three years. As for the full professors , the Univer-
have published a Final Announcement, in which it is stated that the expedition sity of Michigan has not one that would not do credit to any of the universi -
will start October I, 1877, and return by October, 1879. This pamphlet gives ties paying their professors from $3,000 to $7,500 a year. It is, however, 
a full exhibit of the plan of the organization, management, faculty, financial supposed that they ought to . remain connected with thiS institution for $2,000 
details, route and approximate dates and stoppages, description of vessel, per annum. It is not yet known what the Regents are going to do; but it is 
equipment, character of command, map of route, letters of approval, proposed safe to say that the University of Michigan cannot any more afford to 'Iose its 
cadet midshipman class, and other information necessary to a full understand- staff of assistants than its full professors, the work of the latter requiring com-
ing of the enterprise. The names of the faculty are Burt G. Wilder, M. D.; petent and experienced teachers to prepare the students for their classes. 
Albert Schaff tel', LL. D.; W. G. Farlow, A. M., M. D.; W. L . B. Jenney, 
C. E . ; Sidney I. ~mith, Ph. B.; Arthur F. Taylor, Ph. D.; W. J. Herdman, 
M. A., M. D.; Fred~. Ives; John W. Philip; Jerome H : Kidder, M. D.; 
Richard W. Corwin, M .. D.; Louisa M. Reed, B. S.; Israel C. Russell, M. S.; 
C. Hart Merriman; Charles T. Hutchins; William W. Rhoades; Augustus 
F . Miller; General Daniel- Macauley. All correspondence should be ad-
dressd to Daniel Macauley, Corresponding Secretary, Indianapolis, Ind.--
Prof. McLouth, our Michigan editor, proposes to organize a summer class in 
experimental chemistry and physics (elementary) for the benefit of young 
teachers. The class will be organized July 9th, and will continue four 
weeks. The Normal School laboratory is pretty well furnished for this 
kind of work. Prof. M'cLouth has had such classes for three or four 
years each summer. Each pupil will be allowed an opportunity to per-
form all the ordinary experiments of the text-books, with such help from 
the Professor as seven or eight years' experience enables him to give.--
News from the colleges: The art gallery at Bowdoin has a Vandyke portrait 
fo~ which $30,000 have been offered. Vassar is hereafter to receive into the 
freshman class, without examination, candidates who present certificates of 
fitness from approved institutions. Levi 'Bishop has given $45,000 to the 
REVIEWS. 
WHATEVER may be the judgment of critics respecting it, it cannot be disputed that the Synchr0110logical Chm-t, or Map of History, 
prepared and originally published by Mr. S. C. Adams, is what may be fairly 
calied a great work. It is a work which was completed only at the expense 
, of ten years of hard labor and study, and about' twenty thousand dollars in 
gold. As compared with other charts of its kmd, it will at once be acknowl-
edged to excel in fulness of detail and completeness qf plan. It covers the 
whole historic period of the world, from the creation of man to the" centen-
nial year." ' It is constructed on a plan which presents to the eye at the same 
view the historic events of time, whether political, civil, or social. The 
progress of the race is pictured in such a way that the rise and fall of nations 
is scarcely less prominent than the great steps which wera made su~cessively 
in the progress of civilization. The whole is presented in a chromo-lithograph, 
twenty-two feet long and thirty inches wide. The progress of the nations is 
indicated by horizontal bars, of different colors, and these bars are divided by 
perpendicular lines-colored-into centuries, decades, and sometimes even 
into years. The bars are also divided into blocks of different colors to indi-
, -
-, 
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cate the reign of each ruler of the nation. And in their appropriate places 
are pictures and descriptions of the various inventions and Industries of man-
kind. A striking feature of the Chart is its sYl~chronological arrangement. 
At a glance one can see the names, and conditions, and ages of the various 
nations on the face of the whole earth at a given time. For instance, it is 
shown that in the twenty-fifth century, A. M., the Israelites were wandering 
in the wilderness of Arabia, that it is not knQwn who was ruling in Phoenicia, 
that Egypt was a great nation, whose people worshipped the god Apis, that 
Babylon and Assyria were still greater nations, but that their history at this 
time is involved in great obscurity, that in Lydia Adrymetus was king, and 
that Scamander found<!d th\,! kingdom of Troy, that in Greece the power of 
Athens' arose, ul'der Cecrops I., that the Pelasgians from Thessaly settled in 
Italy, and that China was then under the second dynasty. Such an arrange-
ment of leading events, showing at a glance the contemporaneous history of 
all nations, must aid greatly in popularizing the study of history. The idea of 
the map is well carried out, and like the blackboard to the child, so this chart 
or map to the student of history, will present a clear and comprehensive view 
of what might remain forever a confused mass of details, if his study were 
limited to the narrative as given in the books. It is invaluable for refei'ence, 
and should be provided for school and college libraries, as well as for the 
library of everyone interested in the history of the race on the earth. One 
hour's study of this chart will give a person a better idea of the salient points 
in the world's history than a day's perusal of the best compendium ever pub-
lished. We understand that agents are wanted to canvass for this work. 
Parties wishing to make inquiries may address A. J. Sutherland, General 
~gent, 142 Dearborn Street, Room 13, Cbic:o.go .. 
Correspondence. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE WEEKLY: 
SINCE the publication of our letter in No. 10, we have received several letters of inquiry concerning our territory; and presuming upon your 
kindly interest in the development of the far western borders, I reply to them 
in a general way through the columns of your valuable paper. I remarked 
that we had enough and to spare, and it is possible that the somewhat extrava-
gant assertion raised hopes in the minds ot;. some, that might not be realized 
were they to come among us. Money does not grow upon bushes; but there 
is wealth lying under stumps, and I can conscientiously say that all who are 
willing to dig will find it. We are not just now in need of young men who 
wear lavender kids. There are immense forests of timber which cover the 
greater portion of the territory .west of the Cascade Range. There are rich 
valleys that will yield a bountiful reward to the tiller, plenty of fish in the 
numerous bays and inlets pf Puget Sound, extensive beds of clams, and oys-
ters, some mines of gold, silver and lead. Government lands can be obtained 
at from $1.25 to $2.50 per acre. Eastern Washington has a dry, healthy 
.climate, where extensive prairies invite the herdsman and farmer;. and it is 
said that success there, as here, is sure to follow an earnest effort. Some 
may ask: "What has this to do with teachers, or a teacher's paper?" I 
would explain by saying that I wish to show that our present demand is for 
capitalists, or pioneer laborers. This applies to teachers. There is an open-
ing for practical men who could teach during the winter months, and find 
employment when not thus engaged, it! clearing up a hbm~tead, or in some 
other way aid in developing the country. Our towns are quite well supplied 
with good teachers. Of educators in general, I would ask, what is being 
done to furnish God's uncultivated vineyards with laborers worthy of their 
hire? Of. what avail, if the thousands of children in New York City and 
other large places receive what is called a liberal education, if they are to 
remain and stand with folded hands waiting for clerkships, positions as book-
keepers, for office employment, or to study for a profession? The country 
is flooded with that sort of men already, and as the masses become developed 
the demand for such will be far less than at present. We need everywhere 
more independent, self-sustaining men and women, so employed that labor 
shall not be drudgery, enjoying ample time for recreation and mental cul-
t"re. That such is not more generally the case, are not educators somewhat 
to .blame ? It is true that parents are responsible in a great measure. Father 
says : "My son, get an education, so you wont have to work as I have to;" and 
mother says: "Now, dear, get a good education, and make a gentleman or 
lady;" bnt do we not .continue the refrain? How often the teacher says: 
"Study ha"d an~ yo~ Will make a goo~ teacher, lawyer, doctor, or preacher;" 
but do we hear It hll1ted that there l~ honor attached to the profession of 
fanning, shoe making, horse-shoeing, etc.? This is all wrong, and the 
country at large is suffering in consequence. Cities and towns are over-
crowfled; poverty and degradation follows, while broad acres are lying un-
cultivated, which might afford an abundance to the starving. A fearful 
responsibility rests upon educators, and it is high time that we look to the 
matter and find what is defective in Ollr system. 
.. 
The opinion of Prof. Church, endorsed by Gen. W. T. Sherman, that 
" there is deterioration in the essential elements of scholarship," does not, I 
fear, cover the whole ground. 'Fhat there is deterioration III the essential el-
ements of character is much more startling, but as far as my observation 
extends is only too true in many instances. Shall we not hear from some of 
our promi~ent contributors upon thi~ subject? We have given considerable 
thought. to It, and have become convlllced that . " the crowding of too many 
thlllgS Into our schools, and an excess of simplification in our methods of 
teaching" are some of the causes of unsatisfactory results as alleged in the 
article" Look to the Schools," in No. 13 of the WEEKLY: There are other 
causes I think. In our endeavors to make school attractive we have resorted 
to methods which appeal to the selfish nature of the pupil. The home cir-
cles, our Sunday schools, and day schools, are too often conducted upon the 
re-:vard system. Th~ principle is : "Do this and I will pay you," until our 
children become habituated to work from selfish motives, unconscious of the 
spirit o.f r~~iprocation, or practic:al truth. that" it is more blessed to give than 
to receive. Has n.ot our marklllg system even, something defective? It 
may be that our pupils attend school too many years in succession. If suffi-
cient stimulus is continued to 'make school life attractive for several years 
without change, the br:o.in is almost ilwariably exercised at the expense of the 
body; if the opposite is true, listless, indolent habits are formed, the bad ef-
fects of which are carried through life. There should be industrial schools 
in aU our large places, supported on a liberal scale by the government where 
trades of all kinds could be taught, and as soon as sound, natural methods of 
teaching in our public schools failed to produce healthy results upon individu-
al cases, they should be transplanted at once and forced to work out their 
own salvation. Trades to many would prove a savior, and others no doubt 
after rest and change would return in a short time to intellectual pursUits with 
good results. P. C. HALE. 
SPRINGSlDE, OLYMPIA, W. T., May 21, 1877. 
A NORMAL CLASS IN FRENCH. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE WEEKLY: 
IT has been suggested to me by some of the high-school teachers of French in this state, that I would probably meet with success, were I to an-
nounce a normal class in French, for teachers only, to be conductcd by me; 
III some. pleasant city of Michigan. The work to begin the 15th of July a,!ld 
to end the 15th of August, and to consist chiefly of class-room analysis of 
selections in readers, and general colloquial exercises i-the whole in French, 
and based on the "Sauveur Method," introducing, however, English, as a 
medium of teaching, when deemed absolutely necessary. 
I do not entirely reject this idea; but I would not feel like making any 
public announcement to this effect without previously knowing wh~thh a suf-
ficient number of teachers would avail themselves of such an opportunity of 
spcaki1ig French, to make it pay. 
I should be glad to correspond with teachers on the subject, and, if by the 
erd of June, I see that the matter meets with general approval, I will then fix 
upon a city, and be ready to begin wo~k at the time thought to be most advan-
tageous to all. Yours truly, ALFRED HENNEQUIN. 
ANN ARBOR, MICH., June 4, 1877. 
QUERIES AND ANSWER~. 
[Queries and answers are invited from all interested . 
QUlmlF:S. 
3. In a recent number of the WJ>J>KI.Y I qotice a statement to the effect 
that our geographies are incorrect in giving Charleston as the capital of West 
Virginia. Johnson'S Cyclopedia states that Charleston is the capital. What -
is the truth of the matter? J. W. Y. 
4. Will some one give a method for finding the area of a theoretical, scalene 
triangle, whose sides are all known, and whose altitude is unknown? 
Case as follows: One side 16 rods, another I6t,( ~ods, and the third I I rods. 
5. Will some of the teachers in normal schools write for the WEEKLYar-
ticles on the best methods of teaching the various branches, also on methods 
of culture. - W. 
6. Will some one of your classical contrihutors give ·us a few articles on the 
best method of teaching Latin and Greek to beginners, and illustrate by 
lessons; also a plan for studying those languages by persons who are unable 
to employ a teacher. . 
. INQUIRER. 
[We trust that both the above will be responded to soon.-ED.] 
7. Dispose of the italicized words in the following sentences: (I). Ikno\v 
who did the mischief. (2). He purchased what he wanted. (3). Theywanted 
kim to go. L. E. LANDES, Teacher. 
P. S.-I like the WEEKLY in preference to all journals before me. 'Tis-
in my opinion, excelled by none other. L. E. L. 
8. When will the teachers' jnstitute at Marion, Ohio, be in session this 
year? A. S. 
ANSWERS. 
3. See EDUCATIONAL WEEICLY, No. IS, "A Correction," page .I79. 
7. (I) ; "Who" is a relative prononn, antecedent omitted, subject of 
"did." (2)." What" is a compound relative pronoun, equivalent to that 
wllich, and filling the office of those two words. The office of that is object of 
purchased ;" of which, object of" wanted." (3)." Him" is at the same time 
object of "wanted" and subject of" to go." "Him to go " is the full object 
of "wanted." Verbs of thinking, knowing, etc., are followed by the infinitive ' 
with its subject in the objective case. Such an object at the same time has 
more or less force as an adverbial modifier of the verb. 
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Wisconsin . 
THE Budget of the Milwaukee Schuullluard \Va~ adopteel by the Common Coullcil without change. The. following are statistics from the last 
monthly report at Supt. MacAlister to the Milwaukee Board of Educat.ion : 
The whole number of pupils enrolled, II,132; average number enrolled, 10,-
234; avera~e daily attendance, 9,128. The whole numuer enrolled for the 
study of German was 5,932, of whom 4,931 were of German parentage. There 
were 26 instances of tardiness and absence of teachers, by which 25 hours' 
time was lost. The number of visits to schools made by the superintendent 
of music was 53, by the superintendent of drawing, 50, and by the superinten-
dent of calisthenics, 23. He called attention to the fact that the enrollment 
was the largest in the history of the public 5chool~, and mentioned the Second, 
Sixth, Eighth , Ninth, Tenth, Twelfth, and Thirteenth districts as having es· 
pecially increased their enrollment.--The ceremony of laying the corner 
stone of the new school house for the Thirteenth Ward of Milwaukee, oc-
curred June 5th. Supt. MacAlister says the building will be second to none 
in the Northwest. From Mayor Butler's remarks on that occasion, we take 
the followlllg : .. The schoolhouse is the landmark of progress in all that 
ennobles human nature; and it.is one of our highest duties, as it should 
be our highest pleasure, to bear our part in the effort to advance education, 
and spread intelligence broadcast throughout our land. We have everything 
to hope and nothing to fear from the intelligence of . the people; society may 
rest securely on it, and public liberty will never be endangered, while guarded 
by a virtuous and intelligent populace; and hence the momentous importance 
of occasions like this. The simple act of layi ng this corner stone is uDlmpor· 
-tant, except in so far as it symbolizes the progress which our country has 
made in it~ public schools, and the deep interest which the people feel in all 
that concerns them. Of all the .governments on earth ours is the only one 
·that opens all the avenues of learning to the humblest child; the only onc in 
which the means of ~ducation are as free as the air we breathe; the only one 
in which public schools are the pillars of the state and take precedence of col-
leges and univeristies. Our pubhc schools are the nurseries of citizens and 
workers rather than mere scholars. The country needs as it never needed 
before, 111m-broad, strong, cultivated, intelligent, good men-it needs them 
.on the farm, in the workshop, in the counting-room, at the oar, in the pulpit, 
in the editorial chair, at the ballot-box, and in the senate chamber. It needs 
them everywher(', and It should be the aim of our public schools to make 
them. "--The La Crosse High School, of which Prof. B. M. Reynolds is tlie 
principal, observed Decoration Day with appropriate exercises. A very com-
plimentary notice of the same occurs in the Lib/!ral-Dullocrat occupying 
more than two columns.--Miss Agnes Ho~f"rcl, County Superintendent 
of Eau Claire County, will hereafter conLiuct an educational column in the 
Eau Claire Fn/! Press. 
Iowa. 
Kate !ludson, Coun~ Superintendent, is manager, and Prof. Henry Sabin, 
Supenntendent of Clmton schools, Couductor and Teacher of Didactics and 
Gramm.ar. The other ins~ructors are Prin. Breckinridge, of Decorah Insti-
tute, MISS Boyce, Lyons HIgh School, and Miss Sweet, Clinton High School. 
--Over three thousand children of' the Burlington public schools marched 
in the processi?n on Decoratio~ Day.--County Supt. W . J. Medes con-
ducts an educatIOnal department tn the Keokuk Constitution. In announc-
il)g the" new departure " that journal says: "The subject of edcation is one 
that ~hould receive more attention at the hands of the press than it does."--
Prof. W. G. H ammond, Chancellor of the State University, has been appointed 
by the President one of the visitors to the Naval Academy. 
Illinois. 
W ... A. WETZEL, of Farmer City, succeeds Mr. Shawan in the • principalship of the Mansfield ~chools.--J. W. Wright, 
of Farmer City, goes to Winchester next year.--J. C. Scullin re-
turns to Elkhart, after spending a year at Farmer City.--Miss Bell, the 
primary teacher, is the only one of the Farmer City teachers that has been re-
employed.--A. D . Beckhardt is preaching.--P. T. Nichols is elected to 
the principalship of the Monticello schools.--L. T . Regan, of Amboy, is 
reelected at his former salary. His graduating class numbers eight.--A 
class of twenty-four leaves the Prhtceton High School this year.--The 
Clark County Teachers' Institute will be held in Marshall, and will continue 
four weeks from July 23d. L. S. Kilborn, L. A. Wallace , and J . C. Com-
stock will conduct the exercises.--The Whiteside County Normal Insti-
tute will begin its annual session at Sterling, MOilday, July 9th, and will con-
tinue five weeks. Jonathan Piper will be present at the beginning, and 
Supt. Crary announces that he has secured other . competent assistants.--
The Summer" Normals'" are quite the thing in Illinois, and have super-
seded the old fashioned institute of three or four days. The aggregate at-
tendance must be very large. They are becoming significant f actors in the 
educational problem, and may be made of great value. The work should be 
of the very best character. The a.cademic instruction should be given by 
persons who are entirely competent, and it should be faultlessly accurate. 
The custom of selecting inexperienced teachers for such work is bad. 
The terms are short, but much can be accomplished if skilled instructors are 
in charge. It is observed that several superintendents announce the grading 
of country schools as part of the work proposed. The time is not far distant 
when there will be an appr0ximation to uniformity in the schools of each 
county, and systematic progre~s will characterize the work, instead of tread· 
mill repetition.--The Vermiliol\.County Normal School under the man · 
a~ement of C. V. Guy, County Sllperintendent, will begin July 23, 1877, for 
a term of fi ve weeks. Tuition $5.00 for the term. Board about $4.00 per 
week. The school will be held in Danville High Scll00l Building. For 
further mformation address Chas. V. Guy, County Superintendent, Danville, 
lllinois.--The following are fact, respecting the Danville schools : Aver· 
age daily attendance for 1875.6,1,008; for 1876-7, 1,139. Cost of tuition fo r 
'75.6, $ 16.43; for ' 76-7,$13.28; reduction for '76.7, $3. 15. Amount reo 
ceived, $4,397.87. Number of volumes collected in the libraries, 184. 
The following are the salaries for the coming year: Superintendent, $ 1,200 
per year ; teacher of hIgh school, $700 per year; 1st assistant superintendent, 
$500 per year; other tcachers, $40 per n:tonth for first year; $45 per month 
second year, and $50 per month for third year; thus giving experienced 
teachers more than those of less experience.-- Programme for teachers' in· 
stitute to be held at Dixon , Lee COUllty, 0 11 Saturday, June 16, 1877: Morn " 
ing.-Sui>ject-O~ht the course of instruction in our public high schools, 
and preparatory for ollr colleges, to be so adjusted as to make the former 
equivalent to the latter, a proper knowledge of which should admit students 
to the freshman class in all our colleges and universities ? Paper by Prof. 
Ferns and discussion opened by E. C. Smith.-Afternoon-United States 
Surveys, by Supt. O. M. Crary. Would it be j ust and expedient on the part 
of the state to require the study of Political Economy to be introduced and 
taught in all our public schools? Paper by Mr. H artwell, and discussiun 
opened by Prof. M. R . Kelly.-Ought the principles of the Decaloglle to be 
taught and impressed upon the minds of the children in all our primary 
schools, as a basis of na1ional morals? Paper by Mrs. R . M. Tooke, and 
discussion opened by Dr. Tooke.--J. T. Dickinson, of Onarga, has been 
appointed principal of the Chatsworth schools.--Bloomington graduates 
twenty. eight from her high school this year. 
The Illinois Principals' Society will hold a meeting at Dixon, commencing 
July loth, continuing the 11th and 12th. The committee are intendipg to 
giv.e a ·half ?ay to the r~ading of a short paper and the general discussing of 
a sml;:le tOPIC, thus hopmg to draw from the experience of all. They want 
practtcal work. The programmes are a little delayed but will be out very 
soon. C. E. MANN, of Ex. Com. 
GENEVA, ILL, June 10, 1877. 
Michigan. 
T
HE Commencement exercises C?f the State Univer<ity will take place 
June 17-21. Prest. Thatcher will deliver the Baccalaureate Discourse 
Sunday, June 17th. On Monday evening the liter~ry societies will have their 
anniversary exercises. Tuesday will be Commencement day in the Law De· 
partment, and in the evening the - Hon. Henry Strong, of Chicago, will de-
liver the Law Oration. Wednesday morning, Rev. J. M. Gregory, D. D., 
Regent State University, Ill., will deliver the University Oration. Wednesday 
evening is the time announced for the anniversary of the Alumni Association. 
On this occasion the oration will be delivered by J. S. Clark, Esq., Des THE Lansing R~publican gives the following clear summary of the 
Moines, and an essay will be read by Mrs. Rev. W. B. Craig, Iowa City. changes in the school laws of the state made by the Legislature at its 
The Academical Commencement comes off Thursday. The University socia- recent sessio,!,: "!he syst~m of teachers: instItutes has been made general. 
ble will take place the same evening.--The Clinton County Normal Insti- Act 53 of thIs sessIOn req.ulres the Supertnt~nd:nt of Public Instruction, per. 
tute will conv,:ne in Clinton, July 23d, and continue four weeks. Miss < sonally or through depunes, to hold a state InStitute once each year in every 
, 
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organized county containing more than 1,000 children of school age, and in 
any other county where fifteen teachers petition for such a meeting. In 
portions of the state sparsely settled, teacher.s from different counties may 
unite in asking for an institute. A state institute IS to be held once each 
year, open to all, but designed also to layout the work given to the institute 
directors to be conducted in various 'portions of the state. It is designed to 
secure for the state institute the best educational lecturers attainable in the 
\Vest. An annual appropriation of $1,800 is made from the state treasury 
for the general work. Further resources are obtained by taking a fee of $1 
from each male teacher granted a certificate to teach, and 50 cents from each 
female teacher. A registration fee of 50 cents is also required from those 
attending the institutes. Act 77 of this session amends act 230 of 1875 by 
providing that no district shall be divided, and no two districts consohdated, 
except by consent of a majority. of the resident tax-payers. This clause is 
. not to be construed as prohibiting the transfer of a single piece of real estate 
from one school district to ,mother by the board of school inspectors. Act 
173 of this session places additional limitations in the power of school dis-
tricts to borrow money by providing that no indebtedness shall be contracted 
to run for a longer period than ten years.--The Legislature made the follow-
ing appropriations for the benefit of the state educational and charitable in-
stitutions for the years 1877 .8: State Public School, $100,800 ; Agricultural 
College, $48,673.60; .Asylum for the Education of the Deaf, Dumb, and 
Blind, $92,600; Reform School, $53,000 ; Normal School, $64,600; Asylum 
for the Insane, Pontiac, $76,000 ; Asylum for the Insane, Kalamazoo, $32,332; 
University, $49,000. The University also receives for the two years from 
the one-twentieth of a mill tax the sum of $63,000. The sum total.is $580,-
005.60.--The senior class of the University closed their year's study May 
24th, and had their usu"l class supper that evening. They will give a con-
cert on the evening preceding commencement, June 26th. Dr. Palmer, of the 
Medical Department, has been visit ing the medical school at Harvard for 
the purpose of studymg plans for the nine months' medical course which is to 
be inaugurated in the fall. · Although the Legislature reiused all appropria-
tions for the support of the School of Mines, it is still hoped that that de-
partment will be continued.--The "Lyceum" of the State Normal School 
gave its term public on the 24th of May. Mate H. Beecher, Durbin New-
ton, Flora Guthrie, E. J- McAlpine, Hettie Jenks, Douwe Yutema, Emma 
Rice, and Will E. Bellows took part in the literary exercises. On Friday 
eVt!ning, June 1st, Prof. Kent, of the University Law School, addressed the 
literary societies of the Normal School upon "Charity toward other people's 
opinions." It was a thoughtful and interesting discourse.--Adnan Col-
lege graduates thiS year fifteen in the literary department and ten in music-
much the largest class ever graduated. Nine of the class are to become 
ministers; two lawyers; one a physician, and three teachers . Commence-
ment, June 15.- -The catalogue and course of stndy of the Ann Arbor pub 
lic schools for 1876-7 has jnst been received. It shows the schools in a fine-
condition. From a table of comparisons we learn that since 1867-8 the av-
erage attendance per pupil has increased from 123 to 146 days per year. 
During this period 494 pupils have graduated from the several courses of the 
High School. The High School at present employs, including the Super-
intendent, twelve teachers. In all the schools, thirty-four teachers are em-
ployed, including three special teachers. The graduating class this year 
numbers 72 pupils. Eight resident graduates are also in attendance. The 
commencement exercises of the High School will occur June 22d.-- Prof. 
Eugene Miller has been reengaged as principal of the Grass Lake Union Itchool 
at an advance of $50 in salary.- -Prof. J . R. Mill!!r continues for another 
year in charge of the Manchester Union, where he has already served two 
or three years.--Prof. George Grant continues as principal of the Almont 
Union at an advance in his salary of $100.--Prof. E. K . Hill, who has 
been in charge of the Union School at Howell for the last three years, has 
resigned III order that he may complete his college studies. --Prof. E. B. 
Fairfield, Jr., who for the last year has been in charge of the Mason school, 
takes Prof. Hill's place in Howell.--Mr. D. J- Darrow takes charge of 
the Mason school.--Prof. Barrett has resigned the place of principal of the 
Plainwell School, and is succeeded by Mr. Wm. \"1. Cole, Jr., of Henry 
County, Ill. Mr. Cole is a graduate of Hillsdale College.--Mr_ J- A. 
May has been reelected 'principal of the Eaton Rapids Union School. 
Nebraska. 
SUPT. F. M. Williams, of Richardson 'county, one of the most faithful sup-. porters of the N~braska T~acll~r in days gone by, e.xpresses his opinion 
of Its successor, THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY, in the following words: "I 
am ~us fa~ well pleased. ~ith the WEEKLY. I like the deep plowing of its 
lead lllg articles. SubsOllmg is the great need of the educational field. Every 
teacher espeCially, and everybody generally, would be profited by reading it. 
I shall do my best to extend its circulation." 
PROF. PALMER,-Dear Sir :-In reply to your inquiries concerning the 
present condition of the Nebraska State Normal School, allow me to say that 
its friends here think its prospects were never brighter. So far, we have en-
rolled 335 students during the current year. Of these, 265 are in the Normal 
Course proper, and the remainder are iu the Model School. 120 of the Nor-
mal students are practical teachers, many of those even in the B grade of the · 
Elementary Course having had considerable experience in teaching. The 
Model S~hool furnishes·the st"dents ample opportunity for practice. It speaks 
well for Its management that it is supported entirely by its pupils, and there-
fore costs fu(,! §~!!t~ Ho~4iil~. The present senior class embraces ten 3tudents, 
nine of whom will graduate in June. The school at present comprises students 
from seven different states, and from twenty-three counties in this state. Of 
the whole number enrolled, 303 are from Nebraska, and 32 from other states. 
The average age of the Normal students is 19t years. 
R OBERT CUItRY, Principal. 
PERU, NEB., May 24, 1877. 
-----------------DISTRICT INSTITUTES AND COUNTY SUPERINTENDENTS' CONVENTION. 
Notice is hereby given that I have about completed arrangements to hold 
two normal institutes and county Superintendents' conventions. The first will 
be held at Grand Island, in Hall county, and will include all the counties 
west of the sixth principal meridian. This institute will open on Monday, 
June 18th, at 7 P. M., and continue till June 29th. The other will be held at 
Plattsmouth July 9th to 19th inclUSive, and is intended.to accommodate the 
counties not included in the call for the Grand Island meeting. County 
superintendents are reminded that section 91 of the school law makes it their 
duty to attend one or other of these institutes. Instruction at these meetiugs 
will be given by some of the best and most experienced teachers in the state. 
Particular attention will be given to the subject of physiology, a study now 
required to be studied by candidates for all grades of certificates. At the close 
of the session an examination for first and second grade state certificates will 
be held, if desired by teachers present. Boarding at Grand I sland will not 
exceed $3 per week. Hotel board at Plattsmouth , $4 per week; private, $3. 
Train from Omaha at 6 P . M. Teachers will pay one dollar each towards 
deftaying the expenses of instructors. Persuns desiring more particular 
informatiou about boarding at Grand Island, will please write to Henry 
Nunn, County Superintendent. Particulars of the meeting to be held in the 
eastern part of the state will be given in a few days. 
S. R . T HOMPSON, Supt. Pub. Inst. 
======= 
Indiana. 
STATE Superintendent Smart has recently been engaged in the agreeable duty of distributing $1,070,419.57 among 694.706 school children of the 
state. The apportionment is $1.53 per capita. The school census of this 
year shows an increase of 15,000 since last year. Suoerintendent Smart has 
gone to Virginia in pursuit of health.---Wayne county, of whioh Richmond 
is the county seat, has a population of 13,043 between the ages of 6 and 21. 
Only twelve persons above school age are reported as being unable to read 
and write.--Marion county pays into the general school fund $97,3 12.21 
and receives back by apportionment $48,855 .96. Wayne county pays in 
$26,876.79 and receives $19,974.15. As the amount paid in is proportional 
to the wealth, and that received proportional to the number of children, the 
old saw about" a poor man for children" seems to hold good m Indiana.-·--
The Richmond Palladium speaks in terms highly commendatory of the 
" orderly deportment and perfect system which prevail on the public school 
play-grounds of that city during recess. The Richmond schools show a total 
enrollment of 1.630 pupils this year, which is a gain of 219 over last year.--
The Franklin High School commencement was held on Friday evening, May 
27th. The class consisted of twelve, three of whom were males.---From 
the Greencastle Bamur are gathered the following interesting particulars re-
specting Asbury University: .. 471 students have been enrolled up to the 
time of this report. The present senior class, which passed the final examina-
tion last Wednesday, is the largest ever graduated h!!re, and the largest ever 
graduated in the state. The class numbers fiftJ-one-thirty-six gentlemen and 
fifteen ladies. The average age, as near as can be determined, is 24 years. 
Most of these have made choice of their vocations, and the professions and 
occupations will be represented by eleven ministers, thirteen lawyers, four 
physicians, eleven teachers, one journalist, two book-keepers, one artist, one 
merchant, and four-" Well, I have n't decided yet." There are only about 
five who have been with the class during the whole course, the others having 
entered at various times. With this dass was inaugurated the new plan of 
reelecting the speakers for commencement day. It is as tollows : I. The 
nu.mber of under-graduate orations shall not exceed fifteen, including the 
valedictory and salutatory. 2. On the last day of the final examination of the 
senior class, ten members shall be appointed by lot for the delivery of orattons, 
thE entire class drawing, with the exception of the valedictorian and salutato-
rian, who shall have been assigned their respective honors. 3. After the com-
petition of the general record, the three members yet remaining nnappointed, 
who ha..e the highest average standing shall be added to the nnmber of the 
orators. . 
Ohio. 
THE Board of Education of Columbus has adopted last year's schedule 01 salaries for officers, pnncipals, and teachers. The levy for school pur-
poses was fixed at four and six tenths mills on the· dollar.--Toledo has 
made so great a reduction in salaries that her best teachers are seeking em-
ployment elsewhere.--The prospects for a good attendance at the Art 
School under the charge of Prof. W. S. Goodnough, to be held in the month 
of July, are quite encouraging.--Hon. Thos. W . Harvey is the teachers' can-
didate for the office of State School Commissioner. Whether willing or not 
willing to accept, his name will be pressed upon the attentjon of the Re-
publican State Convention. In the event, the present incumbent, Hon. C. S. 
Smart, is not a candidate for re-nomination by the Democratic Convention. 
W. W. Ross, superintendent of the pubhc schools of Fremont, would be ac-
. ... 
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ceptable to the teachers of the st~te and would make an excellent commis-
sioner. He has recently been appomted a member of the State Board of Ex-
aminers in place of H. B. Furness resigned.-- The catalogue of \¥ooster 
University, located at \¥ooster, 0 ., sho~vs an ~ttendanc; for.IS77 of 377. stud-
ents. Rev. A. A. E. Taylor, D. D., IS PresIdent.. 1 he F acuity cons ~sts of 
twenty-four members.--The metric system of weIghts and measures IS. re-
. ceiving a good deal of attention by the t~achers of the .state. In Westen' ~lle, 
a village located near Columbus, 0., Inllk and. coal'OIl ar~ sold by the !tter, 
and sugar by the kilogram.--The ExecutIve CommIttee of the OhIO 
Teacher:;' Association have a~surances of an unusual ly large attendance at the 
meet ina to be helrl at Put-in-Bay, July 3rd, 4th, "nd 5th. Teachers aud ."chooh~en froll1 other states are cordially invitcd and will recieve a hearty 
grcetillg. 
Later Educational News. 
CONNECTICUT.- BY th e will of the latc wid ow of Prof. William Larned, formerly professor of English literature in Vale! $20,CXJO is bequeaL~ed to 
the President and fell ows of Vale, $S,CXJO to be applIed to the college library 
in the department of English language, and $ 15,CXJO to found three scholar-
shi ps. 
EGYPT.-Archbishop Whateley's daughter has given the last fifteen years 
of her life to teaching child ren in Alexandria. She has about 400 boys and 
girls m her schools. 
INDIAN TERRITORY.-The Modoc children are reported making com-
mendable progress in the schools. "Bogus Ch~rley:' has been converted 
to Christianity, and the tribe is generally undergomg II1prO\:elllent under the 
influences @f the Christian teachers, so that it is already partmlly self-support-
ing. 
MASSACHUSETTS.-Boston University is the leading institution of its kind in 
this country in many important respects. The standard for entering upon the 
regular college course is to be ~aterially raised, so that the college may 
maintain the highest standard pOSSIble. 
MICHIGAN.-The chancery suit against Professors Rose and Doul{lass will 
be pressed at the June term of court; the Regents have secu.red to ~epresent 
them Senator Christiancy and William L. Webber, Democraltc candIdate for 
Governor last year. 
EDUCATIONAL CALENDAR. 
[Annoullcements of educa tional gatheri1lgs, in a ll pa rts of the country I arc iJlvi tcd for in-
scrticn to this list.] 
JUNE 16. Teachers' In&titute, DIxon, Ill., I ·day. 
., IS. Normal Institute, Grand I sland, Neb., 2 weeks. 
25. State Normal Institute, DesMoines, Iowa, 4 days. 
25. Southern Indiana Normal, Rockport, 6 weeks.. . 
26. State Convention of County Superintendents, IndIanapolis, 2 days. 
26. Missouri Teachers' Association, Sedalia, 3 days. 
26. State Teachers' Association, Emporia, Kansas, 3 days. 
2S. County Superintendents' Convention, DesMoines, Iowa, 2 days. 
2S. Assoc. of Principals and City Superint's, DesMoines, Ia., 2 days. 
29. Board of Ohio State Examiners, Put-in-Bay. 
29. County Superintendents' Convention, Emporia, Kansas, I day. 
JULY 2. Summer School of Elocution, Cincinnati, O. 
" 2. Summer School of Elocntion, Cincinnati, Ohio. 
" 
2. Normal Review Term, Hartsvtlle University, Ind., 4 weeks. 
3. Ohio State Teachers' Association, Put in Bay, 3 days. 
S. Normal Institnte, Wenona, I1I., 4 weeks. 
9. Summer Class in Chemistry and Physics, Ypsilanti, Mich., 4 weeks. 
9. American Institute of Instruction, Montpeher, Vt., 3 days. . 
9. Review Term, Valparaiso, Ind., 6 weeks. 
9. Normal Institute, Ladoga, Ind., 4 weeks .. 
9. WhIteside County Normal Institute, Sterhng, Ill., 5 weeks. 
9. Normal Institute, Plattsmouth, Neb., 2 weeks .. 
10. Teachers' Ins. of Ohio Central Nor. Sch., Worthmgton, 0., 5 weeks. 
10. French Normal School, Amherst College, 6 weeks. 
" 10. American Philological Association, Baltimore, Md., 3 days. 
10. Educational Association of Virginia, Fredericksburg, 3 days. 
" 10. Normal Institute, Indianapolis, Ind.; 6 weeks. 
" 12. Maryland State Teachers' Association, Easton. 
16. Wayne County Normal, Centerville, Ind., 5 weeks. 
" 16. Hancock County Normal Institute, Greenfield, Ind., 6 weeks. 
16. Summer Normal School, Portland, Ohio, 5 weeks. 
16. Normal and Training Institute, Bedford Ind., 6 weeks. 
" 16. Normal Institute, Lincoln, Ill., 5 weeks. 
" 16. Teachers' Class, Oberlin, Ohio, 5 weeks. 
23. Clinton County Nor. Institute, Clinton, Iowa, 4 weeks. 
" 23. Frankfort (Ind.) Normal School, 6 weeks. 
23. Normal School, Lisbon, Ohio, 5 weeks. 
" 23. Clark County Teachers' Institute, Marsh~ll, Ill., 4 weeks. 
23. Vermillion County Normal School, DanVIlle, Ill., 5 weeks. 
" 30- Teachers' Institute, Delavan, Ill., 3 weeks. 
" 30. Normal School, Corydon, .Ind_, 4 week!\. 
" 30. Pulaski County Normal, Star City, Ind., 10 weeks. . 
" 30. Knox County Teac~ers' Drill, Knoxville, I1~., 4 weeks. 






Peoria County Teachers' Drill Institute, E lmwood, Ill., 4 weeks. 
Pennsylvania Teachers' Association, Erie, 3 days. 
National Educational Association, Louisville, Ky., 3 days. 
Central State Institute, Lansing, Mich., S days. 
Arkansas State Teachers' Associat ion. 
Publishers' Notes. 
, 
WE are informed that Clark & Maynar~l, 5 Barclay s t~eet, Ne \~ Vork, or . their Agent, Abram Brown, 46 MadIson street, Clucago, WIll send by 
mail, without charge, that popular work, Graded I;-esso1ts in El1g lish, by.Reed 
& Kellogg, to any principal of a graded or higher scnool who w~uld hk~ to 
examine the hook with a view to introduction. Higher Less011s w Engltsh, 
which, with the above work, makes a complete series on grammar and com-
positIOn in two books, will be ready June 20th. This work will be sent by 
the publishers to any teacher, for examination, for 50 cents. 
. -Hon. S. R. T homps')I1, Superintendent of Public Instruction for Nebraska, 
\vi1llecture before the Iowa State Normal Inst.itute at Des Moines, on \¥ ednes-
day evening, June 27th. 
-The next number (the 25th) of .ll~e WEEKLY will complete the fi.rst 
volume. In accordance with our ongmal purpose, we shall take a vacatIon 
of one week after the issue of that number. The second volume will begin, 
therefore, under date of July 5th. This will give us another week of rest 
during the holidays, a:; we publish only fifty nwnbers.in a year. 
-We wish to say a word for the new state map of Wisconsin, advertised 
in our columns, not because the publishers have hung a superb copy of it in 
our office (though they have), but because it is the best and only perfect state 
wall map of Wisconsin that can be found. Its revision is a reality, and not 
an empty claim. We know this, for we have been waiting for several weeks 
to obtain a new edition. It should be found on the wall of every schoolroom, 
in the office of every citizen, and by the side of Webster's Dictionary every-
where. in the state_ A detailed description of it is unnecessary. 
-Subscribers for the Srhoolmaster, and the other $1.50 journals which 
united to form the WEEKLY, will please remem.be~ that they are entitled to 
thirty-three numbers instea~ of t~e1ve. $ 1.50 IS Just three-fifths of our sub-
scription price, $2.50, and m eqUIty we should send OI~ ly three.fifth,o.f our 
fu ll subscription, or thirty numbers; but we prefer .to satIsfy all, and the; efore 
announced in our first issue that we should send thIrty-three nU~lber~ . [hose 
who were entitled to a year's subscription for the S~hool Bulletm will rece~ve 
twenty-five numbers of the WEEKLY. Please notIce lh.e number foll owmg 
your address on the paper. \Ve are ready now to receIve renewals of those 
marked" 25; " quite a number of the 22'S have not been renewed. Do not 
delay. 
-Now and then we receive a letter from a subscriber whose paper has 
failed to reach him for a few weeks, and on looking at our books we find that 
the time paid for has expired, and the name was taken from the list by the 
mailing clerk. We stop sending the paper because we cannot alford to pub-
lish it unless it is paid for in advance, an~ ~ecause most peol?le expec~and 
desire to have their papers stop at the expIratIon of the tIme paId for, unless a 
renewal or continuation is ordered. We send a notice of expiration in a cir-
cular letter to every subscriber, and trust that as soon as such notification is 
received, or before, the renewal will be made. 
-In response to repeated calls from our subscribers, we have ordered a 
special lot of Emerson's Patent Binders manufactured and stampe~ eXl?re~sly 
for the WEEKLY. Quite a number have been using them from the begmnmg 
of the volume, as we have ourselves, and we are satisfied that they are, all 
things considered, the best as well as t~e c!'eajJut binders to be found in ~he 
United States. They are suitable for bmdmg firmly together, as the successIve 
numbers appear, ei th«;r one or two volumes of the WEEKLY, and we recom-
mend that every subscriber should send to us for one or more at the first 
opportunity. If it is desired, we can furnish sizes suitable for binding other 
papers or magazines; and if several are ordered at one time, the charges f?r 
transportation will be proportionally reduced. The price of the hinder m 
cloth and leather is $L10, for which we will send a single one post-paid. If 
more than one is ordered, they will be sent by express at $1.00 each, express 
charges to be paid by the person ordering. Every subscriber should preserve 
a file of the \¥EEKLY. It requires but a moment to put the paper in its place, 
as soon as it is received, and .the binder can be used several years and be just 
as serviceable the last .year as the first- The same binder in cloth wiII cost 
So cents; in cloth ana paper, 70 cents. 
IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT. 
FROM and after this date an eastern office of THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY will be maintained at 34 Oxford street, Lynn, Mass. Prof. Edward 
Johnson, a gentleman of culture and extensive educational acquaintance in 
New England, will represent the interests of the WEEKLY among our eastern 
friends and patrons, and attend to all business matters in the Eastern States. 
. Communications respecting subSCriptions or advertising may be sent to him, 
and reports or announcements of educational meetings; notes, correspondence, 
and other contributions for the W EEKLY ·are specially invited from teachers 
and superintendents. Address Prof. Edward Johnson, Office of Educational 
Weekly, 34 Oxford street, Lynn, Mass. . . 
